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Abstract-Knowledge sharing is not a new topic in knowl-
edge management research field. Current research focused on
the use of formal ontologies for specifying content-specific
agreement for a variety of knowledge sharing activities. In this
paper, we choose project organisation as our research domain,
due to its geographical issues and cultural issues which may
affect knowledge sharing activities occurring in dispersed pro-
ject groups and group members. Provided by a simple nota-
tion system, we propose the project organisation knowledge
sharing ontology and validate the conceptual model by realiz-
ing in Protege-OWL and SPARQL Query Language.

Index Terms-knowledge sharing, ontology, Protege-OWL,
project organisation, SPARQL

I. INTRODUCTION

One typical feature of current project organizations is
that people in the organizations are geographically dis-
persed [3]. With the increase of project outsourcing, project
groups and its members are probably located in different
areas, from different cultural background and even speaking
with different languages [2]. Knowledge sharing activities
among these groups and members may be challenged by the
cultural issues and geographical issues.

In this paper, we propose an ontology-based methodol-
ogy to solve the issues existing in knowledge sharing activi-
ties of project organisations. Before that, we review the
theoretical background of knowledge sharing and ontology.
By a case study in one project organisation, we analyze the
process of knowledge sharing activities and thus assume the
scenarios of project distribution. From these activities, we
observe the drawbacks in current project organisational
knowledge sharing. Following that, we extend the CCCI
Metrics and apply it to the field of project organisation, as
the theoretical base of our design. For ontological represen-
tation, a simple but complete notation system is introduced
to model our design. After that, we present our conceptual
model of project organisation knowledge sharing ontology
from up to down. To validate the ontology, we realize it in
Protege-OWL and query the results by means of SPARQL
Query Language. Finally, based on the test results, we dis-
cuss the advantages and the disadvantages of this project,
and plan the future work.

management research field. It is well known that the most
valuable knowledge within an organization is not limited to
the formal documents in the databases and repositories, but
also includes the undocumented ideas, insights and know-
how of its members [6]. However, this informal and tacit
knowledge is deeply rooted in the individual experience and
the culture of work community. To solve these problems,
many methodologies have been proposed, which aim to ex-
ploit the embodied knowledge in practice and transform
them to a normal form so that other staffs and organizations
can utilize it. Knowledge sharing is one of these methods to
solve the above problems.

Past researches on knowledge sharing can be divided
into two aspects - behavioural and technical. From behav-
ioural perspective, scholars studied social issues which in-
fluence the style and the performance of knowledge shar-
ing. From technical perspective, researchers studied multi-
ple methodologies implementing knowledge sharing. Cur-
rent research focused on the use of formal ontologies for
specifying content-specific agreement for a variety of
knowledge sharing activities. Our research focuses on util-
ising ontology to solve the issues in knowledge sharing ac-
tivities in specific domains from technical perspective.

In this section, we discuss a formal definition of ontol-
ogy from the literature. There are many definitions of on-
tology from various aspects. From philosophical aspect, on-
tology is "a discipline of philosophy, which is meta-physics
dates back to Aristotle", "the science of what is", "the study
of what is possible" or "the study of the nature and structure
of possibilia" [5]. From technological aspect, ontology is
"an explicit machine-readable specification of a shared con-
ceptualization" [4]. Ontology is "a specific artifact designed
with the purpose of expressing the intended meaning of a
shared vocabulary", "a shared vocabulary plus a specifica-
tion of its intended meaning" or "a specification of a con-
ceptualization" [5]. Various notation systems are used to
represent ontology. The benefit of ontology is that by
means of organizing knowledge in specific domains, ontol-
ogy may be utilized to promote knowledge sharing within
organizations or inter-organizations [4].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: KNOWLEDGE SHARING
AND ONTOLOGY

Knowledge sharing is not a new topic in knowledge
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III. ISSUES IN KNOWLEDGE SHARING ACTIVITIES IN
PROJECT ORGANIZATIONS

A. Typical Knowledge Sharing Activities in Project Or-
ganizations

To deeply study knowledge sharing activities in project
organizations, here we choose a typical project organization
as the object of the research, which is City of Melville
Council (www.melville.wa.gov.au).

In the typical project organization, the organizational
structure is as Fig.l. CEO is responsible for the whole or-
ganization which consists of several departments. Directors
are responsible for departments which consist of several di-
visions. Managers are responsible for divisions which con-
sist of several personnel.

Fig. 1 Example of Organizational Structure

As a project organization, to plan and implement pro-
jects is the primary task of the organization. In the City of
Melville Council, the process of project planning can be
drawn as:

Step 1: Normally projects are drafted by one or more
than one directors of departments.

Step 2: Then the directors hand in the project drafts to
the Council Board which consists ofCEO and consultants.

Step 3: The Council Board will evaluate the project
drafts.

Step 4: If the project drafts are agreed, the projects will
be distributed by CEO to the directors who draft the pro-
jects.

About the project distribution, normally there are three
scenarios which are:

Scenario 1: CEO assigns one project to one department;
the director of the department in turn is responsible for a
part of the project. The director in turn divides the project
into several tasks for handling by one or more managers.
Each manager and related personnel act in the actual im-
plementation of the tasks.

Scenario 2: CEO assigns several projects to one depart-
ment; the director of the department is responsible for the
projects. The director assigns at least one project to each
manager. Therefore, each manager is responsible for man-
aging the implementation of the projects that have been as-
signed to him.

Scenario 3: CEO assigns one project to more than one
department, and then the directors of the departments are
responsible for the implementation of the project.

B. Issues in the Knowledge Sharing Activities

The issues existing in knowledge sharing activities in

City of Melville are as below:
There is not existing methodologies to track and trace

projects.
CEO and Council Board do not know about the status of

projects currently being processed in organizations.
Directors cannot duly administrate the responsible pro-

jects owing to the lack of the necessary information about
the projects.

Managers cannot realize the real status of projects being
implemented.

If many people implement one project at the same time,
they could not clearly distinguish their responsibilities.

There is no criterion for assessing the completion of pro-
jects.

In the following section, we will attempt to solve the is-
sues by means of ontology. From section 4 to section 6 we
will introduce the elements in our proposed design. Section
7 we are going to validate the conceptual model by imple-
menting it in Protege-OWL.

IV. UTILIZING CCCI METRICS FOR SOLVING
KNOWLEDGE SHARING ISSUES

CCCI Metrics originates from the works of Chang et al.
[3], which is a quantitative methodology to assess trustwor-
thiness of logistic service providers. The essence of CCCI
Metrics theory is to measure the trustworthiness value of
the service providers by means of designing various criteria
for the providers and quantitatively evaluating the correla-
tion, the clarity and the importance of each criterion. In this
paper we extend the CCCI Metrics and apply it to the field
of project management to enable ontology based knowledge
sharing.

CCCI Metrics for project management is utilized to
measure the completion status of a project. A project is
viewed as being composed of many criteria. Each status or
the completion status of each criterion is individually
tracked in order to determine the status of the project. In
other words, once all criteria have been completed, the pro-
ject in turn is regarded as complete.

CCCI Metrics for project management comprise four
metrics as shown below:

Correlation of a project (Corrproiect)- Degree of Com-
parison between the actual status of the project completion
(ActualCompetionProject) and the mutually agreed status of
the project completion (MutuallyAgreedCompletionProject)
(1).

ActualCompetionProject
CorrProject =MutuallyAgreedCompletionProject (1)

Correlation of a criterion (Corrcriterion) - A metric
qualifies the extent of criterion completion in a project.

Extent: 0 - None/ Partially Completed
1 - Fully Competed - MaxCorrCriterion

Clarity of a criterion (Clearcriterion)- A metric quali-
fies the extent whether a criterion is mutually agreed be-
tween the evaluating person and the evaluated person or
not.
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Extent: 0 - This criterion is not mutually agreed between
two sides.

1 - This criterion is mutually agreed between
two sides.

Importance of a criterion (ImpCriterion) - A metric ex-
presses the importance of a criterion.

Extent: 0 - Not important
1 - Important
2 - Very important

Thus, the equation of project completion status is drawn
as (2).

Project CompletionStatus = Corrproject (2)

ActualCompetionproject

MutuallyAgreedCompletionproiect

(Corrcriterioni xClearcrite0i1n xlmpcritertion]±

MaxCorrcriterioni xClearcrite0i1n x ImPCriterion+]

+ CorrcritrionN x ClearcriterionN XImpCriterionN) x 6

± MaxCorrcriterionN x ClearcMPCl0fln x riterionN

The scope of project completion status includes:
0 - Ignorance
1 - Completely unfinished
2 - Unfinished
3 - Minimally Finished
4 - Partially Finished
5 - Finished
6 - Completely finished

V. NOTATION SYSTEM FOR ONTOLOGY REPRESENTATION

VI. PROJECT ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE SHARING
ONTOLOGY

Based on the theory of CCCI Metrics and the ontology
notation system, we propose the project organisation
knowledge sharing ontology, which consists of the hierar-
chy of project organization domain concepts and the ontol-
ogy of employee and its sub-composition, project ontology
and criterion ontology.

A. Hierarchy ofProject Organization Domain Concepts

In a Project Organization Domain, the Project Organiza-
tion concept can be seen as a combination of Employee
concept and Project concept. Employee also consists of:
CEO who is responsible for managing all projects in

Project Organization;
Director who is responsible for managing the projects

which belong to his/her department in the Project Organiza-
tion;

Manager who is responsible for managing the projects
which belong to his/her division in each department;

Personnel who are responsible for the implementation of
arranged projects.

The graphical view of Hierarchy of Project Organization
Domain Concepts is shown in Fig. 2 through the use of the
ontology notation.

Director Manager Personel

Fig.2 Project Organization Domain Concepts Hierarchy

The notation system utilized in the ontology representa-
tion is based on Chang et al. [1]'s work, which consists of
three basic notations as Table 1.

Table 1 Ontology notation system

Ontology Nota- Semantics of the Notation
tion

Double-field Box repre-
l__________lsents the Ontological Con-

cepts.
A dotted line represents

Ontology Concept Association
Relation which represents a

relation Concept is closely related to
another concept. The relation-
ship name can be noted above
the dotted line.

Open-arrow line represents
Composition and Aggregation

> or Part-of relationship between
Upper Ontology Concept and
Lower Ontology Concept.

B The Ontology ofEmployee and Its Sub-compositions

In a project organization, the Employee Ontology is de-
fined as the conceptualization of the Employee who has an
Employee Position in the organization and is identified by
an Employee Name as well as has Responsibilities which
include some Projects. (Fig. 3)

Employee Position _ has Responsblities

isldentified include

Employee Name Project

Fig.3 Employee Ontology

We present the Employee Ontology as the combination
of the ontology name and a tuple where the elements of the
tuple can be complex elements as defined below:
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Employee [Employee Position, Employee Name and Re-
sponsibilities] where:

'Employee Position' is a unique identification of Em-
ployee in a project organization.

'Employee Name' is a unique identification of Em-
ployee Position in a project organization.

'Responsibilities' is an aggregation of Projects which
Employees should take part in. Different Employee Posi-
tions are in correspondence with different Responsibilities.

The four sub-compositions of Employee Ontology -

CEO Ontology, Director Ontology, Manager Ontology and
Personnel Ontology inherit all the relations from Employee
Ontology and the only difference is the scopes of the inher-
ited concepts' properties.

D. The Relationships between Employees

In a project organization, a well-conditioned manage-
ment structure is beneficial to task distribution and progress
evaluation. A typical management structure looks as shown
in Fig. 4.

CEO manage Director nmanage Manager |mnage Personnel

Fig.4 Employee Relationships
In project organizations, the CEO manages all directors

in the project organization. Then each director supervises at
least one given manager and every manager manages at
least one given personnel. On the other hand, except for
CEO who is not managed by anyone, each member in the
project organization has been administrated by the only one.

Owing to the differences of management scopes to dif-
ferent level of Employee, the associations are distinct,
which are:

CEO's management scope is limited in all directors in
the Project Organization domain.

Directors' management scope is the given managers in
their departments.

Managers' management scope is the given Personnel in
their divisions.

E. Project Ontology

In a project organization, the Project Ontology is defined
as the conceptualization of the concept of Project that is
identified by Project Code, is shown Date Started, is re-
sponsible to Employee and is evaluated by Project Status.
(Fig.5)

Date Started

' isShownDateStarted

Project Name isldentified Project Code

Proj'e

isEvaluated \ isResponsible

et Status Responsible People

II involve
isuetermineu

CCCI Metrics

Criterion
Completeness

Employee

contain

Criterion Status

hasAttribute

Criterion Clarity Criterion
Importance

Fig.5 Project Ontology

We represent the Project Ontology as the combination of
the ontology name and a tuple where the elements of the
tuple can be complex elements as defined below:

Project [Project Name, Project Code, Date Started, Re-
sponsible People, Project Status and CCCI Metrics] where:

'Project Name' usually refers to a Project itself. In pro-
ject organization environments, a Project Name is seen as a
unique identification for Project.

'Project Code' is the mixture of numerical symbols and
alphabetic symbols, which also can be seen as the unique
identification for Project. The use of Project Code mainly
focuses on the storage of Projects' records in databases,
which is beneficial to the pick-up and the storage of Pro-
jects' documentations.

'Date Started' refers to the date when a Project begins
to implement. In project management, Date Started can be
utilized as a means to measure the length of a Project period
which can be evaluated as an important quality aspect and a
Criterion of Project.

'Responsible People' is an aggregation of Employees
who are relevant to a Project.

'Project Status' can be substituted as the concept of
Project Status Value. Based on the theory of CCCI Metrics,
the scope of Project Status Value is from 0 to 6, which
means the different level of Project Status.

F. Criterion Ontology

In project organization environments, the Criterion On-
tology is defined as the conceptualization of the concept of
Criterion that is identified by Criterion No., is shown Date
Logged, is responsible to Employee and is determined by
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Criterion Status which has the attributes of Criterion Com-
pleteness, Criterion Clarity and Criterion Importance. (Fig.
6)
We represent the Criterion Ontology as the combination

of the ontology name and a tuple where the elements of the
tuple can be complex elements as defined below:

Criterion [Criterion Name, Criterion No., Date Logged,
Responsible Persons, Criterion Status, Criterion Complete-
ness, Criterion Clarity and Criterion Importance] where:

Date Logged

isShownDateLogged

Criterion Name isldentified Criterion No.

isDetermimed s isResponsible

Responsible
Criterion Status Persons

involve
hasAttribute

Employee

r---- - -__

CCriterion iterion Clarity Criterion
Completeness Importance

Fig.6 Criterion Ontology

......1

'Criterion Name' usually refers to a Criterion itself. In
project organization environments, a Criterion Name is seen
as a unique identification for Criterion.

'Criterion No.' is the mixture of numerical symbols and
alphabetic symbols, which also can be seen as the unique
identification for Criterion. The use of Criterion No. mainly
focuses on the storage of Criteria's records in databases,
which is beneficial to the pick-up and the storage of Crite-
ria's documentations.

'Date logged' refers to the date when a criterion has
been mutually agreed between an evaluating person and an
evaluated person.

'Responsible Persons' is an aggregation of Employees
who are relevant to a Criterion.

'Criterion Status' is a sub-tuple of the Criterion tuple,
which uses quantitative means to determine the extent to
which a criterion has been completed or delivered up on the
mutually agreed Criterion. It consists of three elements -

Criterion Completeness, Criterion Clarity and Criterion Im-
portance.

'Criterion Completeness' is an element of Criterion
Status, which qualifies the extent of task completion ac-
cording to its corresponding Criterion.

'Criterion Clarity' is an element of Criterion Status,
which qualifies the extent whether a Criterion is mutually
agreed between an evaluating person and an evaluated per-
son or not in a Project. Its scope is as below:

'Criterion Importance' is an element of Criterion
Status, which expresses the importance of a Criterion in a
Project.

G. The Relationship between Project and Criterion

As explained earlier, a Project can be divided into sev-
eral Criteria which are in correspondence with tasks or
quality aspects of the Project (Fig. 7).

Project isDivided Criterion

Fig.7 Relationship between Project and Criterion

VII. VALIDATION OF PROTOTYPE

The whole validation process involves two procedures:
firstly realizing the project organisation knowledge sharing
ontology by means of Protege-OWL; secondly validating
the ontology by means of SPARQL Query Language for
RDF.

The graphical view of Hierarchy of Project Organization
Concepts in Protege is shown in Fig. 8.

v ProjectOrganization
CCClMatrics

Criterion

CrterionClarty

ONCriterionCompleteness

.Crterionlmportance

Criter onNo

CriterionStatus
DateLoged
DDateStarted

V Employee
CEO

Director

Mhanager
; Personnel

M ErirployeeNaimie
CErlName
lDirectorName V Responsibilities
ManagerName Depart4mentalRe spon sibities

PersonnelName Divisionaepons sibiltes

Project OrganizationalResponsibilties
ProjectCode ProjectResponsibilites
ProjectStatus ResponsiblePeople
Respansibilities RespansiblePersons

Fig.8 Hierarchy of Ontology Concepts in Proteg&OWL

The code below is to query the data about the project
names, the project codes, the date the projects start and the
value of the project completion extent.
SELECTDISTINCT ?Project ?ProjectCode ?dateStarted

?isShownProjectStatus
WHERE

?Project .isIdentified1 ?ProjectCode,
.isShownDateStarted ?DateStarted;
isEvaluated ?ProjectStatus.
?DateStarted .dateStarted ?dateStarted.
?ProjectStatus .isShownProjectStatus ?isShownProject-

Status.

ORDER BY ?Project
The graphic view of the SPARQL language and the

query results are displayed in Fig.9.
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In terms of query results made by SPARQL, most of the
proposed ontologies functions are validated. Thus, it is be-
lieved that the ontology is mostly realized.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In the paper, by analyzing the organizational structure,
the procedure of project planning and the module of project
distribution scenarios in project organizations, we observe
the problematic situation of knowledge sharing activities in
the organizations. To solve the issues, we extend the theory
of CCCI Metrics in the field of project management. Finally
we borrow the ontology notation system from Chang et al.
[1]'s works to create the project organisation knowledge
sharing ontology. The benefits of this project are concluded
as below:

It realizes the function of promoting knowledge sharing
between senior management and actual executors.

It can be utilized to distinctly define the tasks of each
member in projects, and thus avoiding the confusion of
members' understanding to own responsibilities.

It can be utilized to distinctly define completion criteria
for each task, the importance and the clarity of each crite-
rion, which is efficient to assist members fully understand
their responsibilities.

It adopts quantitative methodology to measure the pro-
ject completion status, which is effortlessly understood by
organizational management.

The limitations of the project are concluded as below:
The ontology is not tested in practice, and thus we can-

not validate its actual contribution to knowledge sharing
activities in project organizations.

On account of the limitation of the time, we have not de-
signed the API to guide users to use and test this system,

which could be proposed in the future.
The scope of current project is only limited in the project

competition status track and trace, which could be expanded
in other fields in project organizations, such as the informal
information exchange between members, the risk manage-
ment, the cost management, the quality management and the
stage management.

Therefore, in the future works, we will design the user
interfaces by Java Language and implement the ontology-
based system in client/server networks or peer-to-peer net-
works in project organizations and we will survey users'
satisfaction status to evaluate the system. In addition, we
will attempt to expand our research scope to other knowl-
edge sharing activities in project organizations.
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